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Presynaptic terminals are specialized sites for information transmission where vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane and are locally
recycled. Recent work has extended this classical view, with the observation that a subset of functional vesicles is dynamically shared
between adjacent terminals by lateral axonal transport. Conceptually, such transport would be expected to disrupt vesicle retention
around the active zone, yet terminals are characterized by a high-density vesicle cluster, suggesting that counteracting stabilizing
mechanisms must operate against this tendency. The synapsins are a family of proteins that associate with synaptic vesicles and deter-
mine vesicle numbers at the terminal, but their specific function remains controversial. Here, using multiple quantitative fluorescence-
based approaches and electron microscopy, we show that synapsin is instrumental for resisting vesicle dispersion and serves as a
regulatory element for controlling lateral vesicle sharing between synapses. Deleting synapsin disrupts the organization of presynaptic
vesicle clusters, making their boundaries hard to define. Concurrently, the fraction of vesicles amenable to transport is increased, and
more vesicles are translocated to the axon. Importantly, in neurons from synapsin knock-out mice the resting and recycling pools are
equallymobile. Synapsin,whenpresent, specifically restricts themobility of resting pool vesicleswithout affecting the division of vesicles
between thesepools. Specific expressionof synapsin IIa, the sole isoformaffecting synaptic depression, rescues theknock-outphenotype.
Together, our results show that synapsin is pivotal for maintaining synaptic vesicle cluster integrity and that it contributes to the
regulated sharing of vesicles between terminals.
Introduction
A prominent feature of most presynaptic terminals is the pres-
ence of large synaptic vesicle (SV) clusters next to the active zone
(De Robertis and Bennett, 1955; Palay, 1956; Siksou et al., 2007).
The availability of SVs for release is a key determinant of presyn-
aptic function and serves as an important locus for regulating
synaptic strength (Pan and Zucker, 2009). Recently it was shown
that recycling SVs traffic along the axon between synapses and
incorporate into new host terminals (Darcy et al., 2006a; Staras et
al., 2010), extending the conventional view beyond the percep-
tion that transported vesicles serve mostly as building blocks for
new synaptic contacts (Ahmari et al., 2000). Consequently, the
synapse-spanning vesicle superpool was introduced alongside
the readily releasable pool, the recycling pool, and the resting
pool (Denker and Rizzoli, 2010). It is still poorly understood how
these pools interchange vesicles. Currently, the synaptic terminal
is viewed as a structure sculpted bidirectionally by dispersive and
conservative processes (Tsuriel et al., 2006, 2009). Therefore, un-
derstanding vesiclemobility is of considerable interest. To clarify,
we distinguish between intrasynaptic and intersynaptic SVmobility.
The former has been probed by fluorescence-fluctuation-analysis
(Jordan et al., 2005), fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) (Gaffield et al., 2006), and most recently by stimulated-
emission-depletion-microscopy (Kamin et al., 2010). The latter,
which is the subject of the present work, was examined by whole-
terminal FRAP in hippocampal neurons (Darcy et al., 2006a;
Staras et al., 2010).
The synapsins are presynaptic proteins proposed to cluster
SVs based on their dual interaction with SVs and cytoskeletal
elements (Greengard et al., 1993). Synapsin triple knock-out
(TKO) neurons contain markedly fewer vesicles at sites close to
the synaptic active zone (Gitler et al., 2004a; Siksou et al., 2007),
which may explain the accelerated synaptic depression observed
in TKO excitatory neurons (Gitler et al., 2004a). Acute perturba-
tion of the synapsins by antibodies (Pieribone et al., 1995) or
interfering peptides (Hilfiker et al., 1998, 2005) also produces
vesicle loss and synaptic transmission defects. This textbook view
has been contested (Gaffield and Betz, 2007), and alternative
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functions, including stabilization of SV structure (Rosahl et al.,
1995), or a role in endocytosis (Bloom et al., 2003) were sug-
gested. Here we evaluate the role of synapsins in regulating SV
distribution using light and electron microscopy, and their effect
on intrasynaptic SV mobility using FRAP. We show that in the
absence of synapsins, SV clusters at terminals have loose cohe-
sion, and SVs are overrepresented in adjoining axonal segments.
Furthermore, live imaging shows that deletion of the synapsins
substantially increases the intersynaptic mobility of SVs. We
demonstrate that it is specifically the resting vesicles that the syn-
apsins immobilize. Surprisingly, and contrary to the original per-
ception, these proteins do not determine the division of vesicles
between the resting and recycling pools. We suggest that the syn-
apsins contribute to the regulation of the total SV population by
immobilizing resting vesicles, but that the size of the recycling
pool is proportionally maintained by a separate unidentified
mechanism.
Materials andMethods
Solutions, materials, and antibodies
Solutions. Normal saline (in mM): NaCl 150, KCl 3, HEPES 10, CaCl2 2,
MgCl2 2, and glucose 20 at pH 7.35. Hyperkalemic saline (in mM): like
normal saline except NaCl 63, KCl 90. NH4Cl saline (inmM): like normal
saline except NaCl 100, NH4Cl 50.
Materials. 2-Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV) and 6,7-
dinitroquinoxaline-2,3(1H,4H)-dione (DNQX; Sigma-Aldrich), FM
1–43/SynaptoGreen C4 (Biotium), ADVASEP-7 (CyDex), bafilomycin
A1 (Enzo Life Sciences), and roscovitine (EMD Chemicals).
Antibodies.Rabbit polyclonal anti-synaptobrevin 2 (Syb2; 1:2000) and
mouse monoclonal anti-Bassoon (1:1000) (Synaptic Systems) and don-
key anti-mouse IgG and donkey anti-Rabbit IgG, labeled with Northern
Lights 637 or 557, respectively (1:1000) (R&D Systems).
Mice and Neuronal Cultures
Synapsin TKO mice and wild-type (WT) controls (Gitler et al., 2004b),
both on a C57BL6/129 background, were grown at the Ben-Gurion Uni-
versity mouse facility. Animals were treated in accordance to the guide-
lines of the Ben-Gurion University Institutional Committee for Ethical
Care andUse ofAnimals inResearch.Hippocampal cultures fromP0–P2
pups of either sex were performed essentially as described previously
(Gitler et al., 2004b). Cells were grown for 11–18 d before imaging.
Molecular constructs, transfections, and infections
Viral particles were prepared as described previously (Groh et al., 2008)
in HEK cells using both the pD1 and pD2 helper plasmids. cDNAs of
interest—EYFP-synapsin Ia, EGFP-synapsin IIa, synaptophysin I-EGFP
(SypI-EGFP), TagBFP-Synapsin IIa—were subcloned into a plasmid
containing adeno-associated virus 2 inverted terminal repeats flanking a
cassette consisting of the 1.1 kb cytomegalovirus enhancer/chicken
-actin promoter, the woodchuck post-transcriptional regulatory ele-
ment, and the bovine growth hormone polyA. Inserts were verified by
sequencing. Virions were added to neurons at 5 d in vitro and cells were
incubated for at least 6 d before experimentation. Virion titer was ad-
justed to produce 75–90% infection efficiency. Plasmid-based transfec-
tions were performed as described previously (Gitler et al., 2004b), using
lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). EGPF and EYFP were from Clontech
and TagBFP from Evrogen. SypI-EGFP viral vectors were kindly pro-
vided by Thomas Kuner (Heidelberg University, Heidelburg, Germany).
Synaptophysin I-2XpHluorin expression plasmids were kindly provided
by Ruud Toonen (Vrije Universitat, Amsterdam, The Netherlands).
Fluorescence Microscopy
Imaging was performed on two imaging systems. FRAP experiments
used a C1si spectral confocal microscope driven by the EZC1 software
package (Nikon). The scanhead was mounted on a Nikon FN1 micro-
scope, equipped with a 1.0 NA 60water dipping objective. The 488 nm
line of a multiline 65 mW argon laser was used for excitation of EGFP,
EYFP, and FM1–43; emissions were filtered with a 510–560 nm band-
pass filter (Chroma); and detection was performed using the confocal’s
photomultiplier tube. TagBFP was excited using a 405 nm solid state
diode laser, and unfiltered emissions were detected using the C1si’s spec-
tral detector box. Other measurements were performed on a Nikon TiE
inverted microscope driven by the NIS-elements software package
(Nikon). The microscope was equipped with a CoolSnap HQ2 14 bit
CCD camera (Roper Scientific); an40 0.75 NA Super Fluor objective;
an 60 1.4 NA oil-immersion apochromatic objective (Nikon); a
perfect-focus mechanism (Nikon), and EGFP, EYFP, and Cy3 TE-series
optical filter sets (Chroma).
Semiquantitative synaptic immunofluorescence
Neuronswere fixedwith 4%paraformaldehyde (EMS) in PBS for 10min,
rinsedwith PBS, permeabilizedwith 0.1%TritonX-100 in PBS for 2min,
blocked with 5% powdered milk in PBS for 1 h, rinsed, incubated with
the primary antibody for 1 h, rinsed, incubated with the secondary anti-
body for 1 h, rinsed, and mounted in immu-mount (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). To allow for semiquantitative comparison of immunostain-
ing intensity of synapses, experimental and control groups were pro-
cessed under identical conditions using the same reagents. To avoid
experimenter bias, images of WT and synapsin TKO neurons were ac-
quired and analyzed by an experimenter blind to both the experimental
question and the phenotype of the neurons. Synapses were semi-
automatically detected using an in-house iterative algorithm based on
serially decreasing thresholds as described previously (Bergsman et al.,
2006) and implemented in NIS-elements. Fluorescence values for each
synapse were obtained from an area of 2 2 pixels located on its center
of mass and an image average was generated. Because intensity values of
the controls can vary from session to session, a normalization value was
determined from the control experiments of each session, and this value
was used to normalize all images acquired during that session. In the case
of experiments in which we assessed the effect of EGFP-synapsin IIa on
the intensity of the Syb2 signal, colocalization of the two signals was
visually verified during the analysis process.
Synapse width analysis
Synapse width was measured by drawing a line starting in the axon and
through the synapse punctum, and fitting it using a Gaussian function as
follows (Orenbuch et al., 2012):
y  y0  Ae

 xxc2
2w2 , (1)
Figure 1. Synaptic vesicle density is reduced in presynaptic terminals of synapsin TKO neu-
rons. A, Syb2immunofluorescence image of cultured WT (left) and synapsin TKO (right) neu-
rons. TKO synapses are dimmer than WT synapses. B, Cumulative probability plots of
thenormalized intensity of synaptobrevin synaptic punctaofWTandsynapsinTKOneurons. The
intensity was determined at the center of mass of each synapse and was normalized by the
average per-image value of WT synapses in each experimental session.
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where xc is the center of the punctummaximum, y0 is the fluorescence of
the axon, w2 is the variance of the Gaussian, and A its amplitude. The
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) is as follows:
FWHM  2wln(4). (2)
Fitting was performed by the least-squares error method using Origin
(OriginLab). Independent images were acquired from cells grown on
various coverslips obtained from at least three different cultures. Amean
FWHM was determined for each image, and then a grand average was
calculated for each condition. Image acquisition and analysis of thewidth
of Syb2 in WT and synapsin TKO neurons were performed using a
double-blind protocol. We note that the variance of a Gaussian should
not be confused with the area of a synapse, since the apparent area is
affected by the Gaussian’s amplitude while the variance is not.
Vital vesicle imaging
Neurons were loaded with FM1–43 (10 M) by its application for 2 min
in hyperkalemic saline, followed by wash in FM1–43 containing normal
saline for 5min (Ryan et al., 1993). Subsequent washing was with normal
saline for 5 min followed by 5min in normal saline supplemented with 1
mM ADVASEP-7 (Kay et al., 1999). Unloading was by the application of
hyperkalemic saline for 5 min. Experiments were performed at room
temperature in normal saline to which APV (50M) andDNQX (10M)
were added to prevent network activity propagation. Background-corrected
FM1–43 loading was measured in sister WT and TKO cultures, and was
normalized in each imaging session by the average value measured in WT
neurons. The unloading percentage of each synapse was calculated as
follows:
%unloading
100  F
F0
, (3)
where F is the fluorescence lost during unloading, and F0 is the
background-corrected loading intensity.
Alkaline trapping (Sankaranarayanan andRyan, 2001) of Synaptophy-
sin I-2XpHluorin was performed by depolarizing transfected neurons
with hyperkalemic saline in the presence of bafilomycin A1 (0.5M) for 5
min. The total vesicle population was visualized by subsequent applica-
tion of NH4Cl saline. The fraction of the resting pool is as follows:
Ftrap F0
Ftotal F0
, (4)
where Ftrap is the fluorescence intensity during alkaline trapping, F0 is the
intensity of the same synapse before depolarization, and Ftotal is the flu-
orescence during the application of NH4Cl saline.
FRAP
FRAPmeasurements were performed using a Zoom-FRAP protocol im-
plemented on the EZC1 software package on the confocal microscope.
Each bleaching session consisted of the acquisition of five prebleaching
images at 1/5 Hz at 5% power, followed by sequentially zooming-in by a
factor of 25.6 onto three selected synapses, each scanned twice with the
laser set to 20% power, resulting in a theoretical 2600-fold increase in
power. Bleaching conditions were chosen to produce a depth of bleach of
75–95%, as recorded during the first postbleaching image, without sig-
nificantly affecting neighboring synapses. Recovery was monitored by
successively acquiring 5-plane z-stacks at the original power and magni-
fication (z 0.6 m), manually adjusting for focus drift as necessary.
Imaging frequencywas 12 images at 1/5Hz and 30 images at 1/15Hz, and
for long recovery sessions (see Fig. 4), also 10 images at 1/90 Hz followed
by 7 images at 1/150 Hz. Fluorescence intensity values were obtained
from the bleached synapses as well as from five additional unbleached
ones. In each case, the plane in each z-stack that was maximally in focus
was chosen for extraction of data. To correct for imaging-related bleach-
ing, the fluorescence value measured at each bleached synapse was nor-
malized by the average intensity of the nonbleached synapses. The
imaging-related bleaching of SypI-EGFP was 12 4% at the end of a 41
min imaging session, while for FM1–43 bleaching was of 26 3% in 8.5
min. No correlation was found between the rate of FRAP and either the
depth of bleach or the initial fluorescence value. Therefore, for each
synapse we scaled to 1 the average value during the prebleach stage, and
to 0 the valuemeasured immediately after bleaching. The recovery traces
of the three synapses in each experiment were averaged, and a grand
average was calculated for each condition. Experiments were performed
on at least three independent cultures. No systematic differences were
observed within each group for data obtained during different imaging
sessions. FRAP experiments were performed in the presence of APV (50
M) and DNQX (10 M) to prevent propagation of network activity.
Fitting of FRAP traces (Fig. 4) was performed by least-squares global
fitting (Origin) using the following formula:
y  A11 e
t
1  A21 e
t
2 , (5)
where A1 and A2 are amplitudes and 1 and 2 are shared time constants.
Electron microscopy
Cultured neurons were fixed and processed for electron microscopy
as described previously (Darcy et al., 2006b). Embedded samples were
Figure 2. Synaptic vesicle clusters aredispersed in synapsin TKOneurons.A, Immunostaining forSyb2
(red)andBassoon(Bsn,green)inWT(top)andsynapsinTKO(bottom)neurons.Merge(Mrg)imagesappear
atright.Bassoonstaining,representingtheactivezone,appearssimilarinbothgenotypes,whileSyb2stain-
ing,representingthevesiclecluster, isspreadout.B,AverageFWHMwidthofSyb2(left)andBassoon(right)
puncta(meanSEM).C,Representative imagesofSypI-EGFPpuncta inWT(left)andsynapsinTKO(right)
neurons.NoticethatinTKOneuronsSypI-EGPFisdistributedalonglongersegmentsoftheaxonandthatthe
axonismorereadilyseen.D,Fractionalchangeinthewidthofpunctaoveraperiodof10min.Thedistribution
ofw/w0 values, representing the change in synapticwidth, indicates thatwhile synapses of both geno-
types tended tomaintain their dimensions, the variability in TKOpunctawas larger, even considering that
theywerewidertobeginwith.***p0.001,Student’s ttest.
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sectioned (thickness, 70 nm) and collected on formvar-coated slot
grids. Sections were viewed using a Hitachi 7100 transmission elec-
tron microscope and images were acquired using a 2048 2048 CCD
camera (Gatan). For analysis of vesicle organization along axons, we
randomly selected regions of a section and identified areas containing
discrete synaptic terminals which had a defined postsynaptic target
and a length of flanking axon running parallel to the plane of the
section. Electron micrographs of the same target region were col-
lected for all available sections. To allow us to make a comparative
analysis of vesicle distribution in the axon for WT versus TKO, we
first determined the average vesicle cluster boundary in WT neurons
by measuring the distance from the center of the active zone to the
point where vesicle separation exceeded 200 nm in the longitudinal
axis of the axon (550 77 nm, n 22 synapses from three coverslips).
This distance was thenmarked in all aligned synapse–axon series (WT
and TKO), and the average number of vesicles per section was deter-
mined for 200 nm bins extending away from the synapse. We also
examined the vesicle profile within the presynaptic terminal for each
synapse using a representative central section which included the
defined vesicle cluster and a flanking length of axon. The longitudinal
distance between each vesicle and the active zone center was then
measured and plotted in 150 nm bins, extending out to the defined
synaptic boundary. Micrographs were aligned and reconstructed us-
ing Xara Xtreme and Reconstruct (Synapse Web; K. M. Harris,
http://synapses.clm.utexas.edu/).
Statistics
Mean  SEM values are reported throughout. Comparisons were
performed by the Student’s t test after confirming a normal distribu-
tion by the Shapiro–Wilk normality test or with Mann–Whitney’s
nonparametric test otherwise. Multiple comparisons of normally dis-
tributed data were performed using one-way ANOVA followed by
Tukey’s post hoc tests. Comparison of FRAP traces were performed
using repeated-measures ANOVA. Difference in variance was tested
using Levene’s test for equal variance. Results of the test were deemed
significant at a confidence level of 0.05. Statistical analysis was per-
formed with Origin or SPSS (IBM).
Results
Deletion of the synapsins alters the distribution of
synaptic vesicles
To gain an insight into the organization of vesicles in presynaptic
terminals of synapsin TKO neurons, we examined immunoflu-
orescence staining for the synaptic vesicle protein Syb2 (Taka-
mori et al., 2006, Fig. 1A) and compared it to that observed inWT
preparations. We began by examining the maximal signal inten-
sity at the center of each synaptic punctum, a measure which
represents the density of vesicles in the immediate area of the
active zone (n  75/	10,000 images/synapses for both geno-
types; Fig. 1B). We found that in synaptic puncta of TKO neu-
rons the Syb2 intensity was significantly lower (72.2  3.0% as
compared with 100 4.1% in WT neurons, p 0.001 for com-
parison of image averages, Student’s t test). This finding is con-
sistent with the lower vesicle count observed within the
presynaptic terminal of TKO neurons (Gitler et al., 2004a; Sik-
sou et al., 2007). Examination of the spatial distribution of Syb2
revealed that the synaptic puncta in TKO and WT neurons were
morphologically distinct, with the puncta of TKO neurons ap-
pearing elongated compared with the compact appearance in
WTs. To objectively quantify this observation, we extracted the
width of the synaptic puncta from Gaussian functions that were
Figure 3. Ultrastructural examination of dispersal of synaptic vesicles in neurons lacking synapsins. A, Longitudinal sections through presynaptic contacts and flanking axonal segments (light
blue) abutting uponpostsynaptic targets (light orange) inWTand synapsin TKOneurons fromhippocampal cultures. The synaptic contacts are aligned at the left of the image. The centers of synaptic
vesicles aremarked by black dots; clustering of vesicles is evident.B, Three-dimensional reconstruction of the synapses shown inA, with vesicles represented by brown spheres. C, Further examples
of synapse–axon reconstructions for WT and TKO neurons. The green line represents the center of the active zone. Distance markers at a spacing of 200 nm are shown starting at 550 nm from the
center of the active zone,whichmarks the averageboundary of the vesicle cluster inWT synapses. Notice the larger presenceof vesicles in the axons of synapsin TKOneurons.D, Vesicle densitywithin
thepresynaptic terminal (left) andalong theaxon (right,meanSEM). ComparedwithWT, theaveragenumberof vesicles near theactive zone in TKOneurons is significantly lower, but at distances
larger than
400 nm from the center of the active zone, this relationship is reversed. The number of vesicles in the axon is consistently higher in synapsin TKO neurons. *p 0.02, Mann–Whitney
test in both graphs. The schematics above the plots indicate the regions of presynaptic terminal and axon being examined.
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fitted onto longitudinal line profiles of
their fluorescence. The synaptic puncta of
TKO neurons (n  23/715) were signifi-
cantly wider than those of WT neurons
(n  21/674, p  0.0002, Fig. 2A,B), in-
dicating that deletion of the synapsins
perturbs synaptic structure. The effect was
specific to synaptic vesicles, since puncta
of the active-zone protein Bassoon were
unaffected by deletion of the synapsins
(p  0.155; WT, n  14/372; TKO, n 
13/354; Fig. 2A,B) (Rosahl et al., 1995).
Repeating the experiment with SypI-
EGFP (Fig. 2C) allowedus to examine ves-
icle distribution in live neurons. In
agreement with the analysis of Syb2, the
width of SypI-EGFP puncta was signifi-
cantly larger (p  0.001, Student’s t test)
in TKO (1.35 0.03 m, n 8/157) ver-
sus WT (1.12  0.02 m, n  13/326)
neurons. To probe the stability of synaptic
puncta over time, we calculated w/w0,
the fractional change in the width of SypI-
EGFP puncta in images acquired 10 min
apart (Fig. 2D). On average, the width of
the puncta was stable in both WT (n 
13/321, p 0.23, single-sample Student’s
t test comparison to 0) and TKO (n 
8/253, p  0.98) neurons. However, we
observed that the variance of w/w0 in
TKO neurons was significantly larger
(SD  0.21 vs 0.36 for WT and TKO, re-
spectively; p  0.001, Levene’s test for
equal variance), suggesting that the width
of TKO synapses fluctuatesmore. Our ob-
servations therefore support the idea that
deletion of the synapsins destabilizes the
SV clusters, allowing redistribution of the
vesicles from the vicinity of the active zone
into the axon.
Ultrastructural analysis reveals vesicle
redistribution into axons of synapsin
TKO neurons
Previous investigations of the ultrastruc-
ture of synapsin KO synapses have re-
ported a reduction in the number of
vesicles in the presynaptic terminal in the
vicinity of the active zone (Li et al., 1995;
Rosahl et al., 1995; Gitler et al., 2004a; Sik-
sou et al., 2007). However, these studies
did not examinewhether vesicles were lost
or instead redistributed, an idea that
would be consistent with the lower fluo-
rescence intensity and broadened spatial
distribution of synaptic puncta in TKO
neurons (Figs. 1, 2). We addressed this is-
sue by carrying out a quantitative ultra-
structural analysis of the longitudinal
distribution of synaptic vesicles along the
main axis of the axon, specifically within
synapses and their flanking axonal seg-
Figure 4. The fraction ofmobile synaptic vesicles is determined by the synapsins.Mobility of synaptic vesicleswas probed by FRAP of
SypI-EGFP.A,RepresentativeFRAPexperiments inWT(top)andsynapsinTKO(bottom)neurons.Shownisafield includingseveralsynaptic
punctabefore (left) and immediatelyafter (middle)bleachingofa singlepunctum(whitearrow). The fluorescenceof theaffected synapse
is reduced to	85%of its original value, while neighboring synapses are unaffected. The recovery of fluorescence is shown at right 1, 6,
11.5, 16, 20.5, 26, 31, 36, and 41min after bleaching, with the contrast homogeneously increased to improve visibility. Recovery in the
synapsin TKO neuron is noticeably faster. B, Average time course of FRAP experiments in WT (open triangles) and TKO (solid triangles)
synapses (mean SEM). Intensity data are normalized by the initial fluorescence (leftmost symbols), and lowest value is shifted to 0.
Samplingwas performed at intervals of 5, 15, 90, and 150 s. The data are corrected by changes in the intensity of unbleached synapses in
distant areas of the image. Red lines represent global fitting of the datawith a double exponential function,where the time constants are
shared. Recovery in TKO neurons is more extensive. C, Same data as in B, normalized by the average of the three end points. Recovery
proceedswith equal kinetics, as evidenced also by the global fit lines inB.
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ments (n  22 and n  16, from WT and TKO cultures, three
coverslips each, Fig. 3). In agreement with our light microcopy
analysis (Fig. 1) and with previous reports (Gitler et al., 2004a;
Siksou et al., 2007), the number of vesicles located within 150 nm
of the center of the active zone was significantly lower (down to
64.4%) in TKO neurons (p 0.02; Fig. 3D). In both groups, the
number of vesicles decreased with increasing distance from the
center of the active zone (Fig. 3D). However, in TKO synapses
the decrease was markedly shallower, so that at distances 	400
nm the vesicle numbers were higher than in WT neurons. Con-
secutive longitudinal serial-section analysis of the axon con-
firmed that the number of vesicles in the TKO axon was
significantly higher (averaged across 10 bins, each 200 nm wide:
WT, 0.49 0.07 vesicles and TKO, 1.80 0.16 vesicles; Mann–
Whitney test; p 0.02; Fig. 3D). Thus, while synaptic vesicles in
WT synapses are tightly clustered near the active zone, TKO syn-
apses have a broader spatial profile with fewer vesicles adjacent to
the active zone and more in perisynaptic regions. This observa-
tion supports the aforementioned hypothesis that the loss of syn-
apsins destabilizes the synaptic vesicle cluster, resulting in vesicle
movement away from synaptic sites into intersynaptic axonal
segments. Our findings are consistentwith recent results showing
that vesicles are constitutively transported between synapses
(Darcy et al., 2006a; Fernandez-Alfonso andRyan, 2008; Staras et al.,
2010) and we propose here that a larger fraction of synaptic ves-
icles belongs to the superpool in TKO versus WT neurons.
Figure 5. Intersynaptic transport of synapsin is faster than that of the vesicles. A, EYFP-
Synapsin Ia (green) expressed in a WT neuron immunostained for Syb2 (red). Exogenous syn-
apsin Ia localized to synapses, indicating that FRAP measures the intersynaptic transport of
synapsin. B, Representative FRAP experiment in a WT neuron expressing EYFP-synapsin Ia. A
single punctum (white arrow) is bleached, without affecting neighboring synapses. The recov-
ery of fluorescence is shown at right 90, 165, 255, 330, 420, and 510 s after bleaching. The
contrast of the recovery imageswas increased homogeneously to enhance visibility. C, Compar-
ison of time course of FRAP of EYPF-synapsin Ia (EYPF-Syn Ia; solid squares) and SypI-EGFP
(open triangles) inWT neurons (mean SEM). A shorter time period is shown than in Figure 4.
Recovery of synapsin is markedly more extensive, indicating that synapsin Ia is transported
independently of the vesicles.D, Same data as in C, normalized by the average of the three end
points. Recovery proceeds with equal kinetics, indicating that the rate of movement of the
mobile fractions of both labels is similar.
Figure 6. Specific immobilization of the resting pool of vesicles by synapsin. A, Comparison
of the time course of FRAP of recycling vesicles loaded with FM1–43 (solid squares) and of the
total pool of vesicles as visualized by SypI-EGFP (open triangles) inWT neurons (mean SEM).
A shorter timeperiod is shown than in Figure4.B, FRAPof FM1–43 (open circles) andSypI-EGFP
(solid triangles) in TKOneurons.C, FRAPof FM1–43 inWT (solid squares) and TKO (open circles)
neurons. D, Width analysis of FM1–43 loaded vesicles in WT and TKO neurons, compared with
width of SypI-EGFP label. The width of SypI-EGFP inWT neurons (dashed line) is narrower than
that of the other groups, all ofwhich are similar inwidth. ns, p	 0.05; ***p 0.001, one-way
ANOVA, using Tukey’s post hoc test.
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Synapsins immobilize synaptic vesicles
To provide a direct readout of vesicle mobility, we measured
FRAP of SypI-EGFP (Fig. 4). Considering that on average the
quantity of vesicles in the synaptic puncta is stable (Fig. 2D), the
extent of fluorescence recovery in FRAP
experiments is indicative of the relative
(and not absolute) fraction of vesicles in
the puncta that are replaced with vesicles
transported from adjacent unbleached ar-
eas (Darcy et al., 2006a). After the bleach
pulse, the fluorescence of SypI-EGFP re-
covered over a time scale of tens of min-
utes in a biphasicmanner (Fig. 4B), which
is comparable to that reported previously
(Darcy et al., 2006a). Recovery was signif-
icantly more pronounced in synapsin
TKOneurons (n 5/14) than inWTneu-
rons (n  6/17, p  0.001, repeated-
measures ANOVA; Fig. 4B). This result
illustrates that a larger fraction of the ves-
icles in the synaptic puncta of TKO neu-
rons was replaced, resulting in a
significantly higher end-point value, and
indicating that the vesicles in TKO syn-
apses are more mobile. The higher mobil-
ity could result from a change either in the
transport rate of the individual vesicles or
in the proportion ofmobile versus immo-
bile vesicles. To differentiate between
these possibilities, we renormalized the
recovery plots by the average of the last
three time points. The plots fully over-
lapped (p 0.84, Fig. 4C), indicating that
the transport rate of mobile vesicles is
equivalent in both groups and probably
reflects inherent properties of axonal
transport (Scott et al., 2011). Based on our
results we conclude that the synapsins im-
mobilize a subgroup of vesicles within the
synaptic puncta. To estimate the mobile
fraction of vesicles in WT and TKO neu-
rons, we extrapolated both datasets as-
suming a double exponential model
(using Eq. 5 in Materials and Methods)
with shared (global) time constants (Fig.
4B, red lines; R2  0.99). The fit yielded
the shared time constants 1  0.52 
0.03min and 2 42.9 5.8min, and the
coefficients A1 0.087 0.003 and A2
0.258  0.023 for WT and A1  0.181 
0.004 and A2  0.668  0.056 for TKO
synapses. Based on the sum of the two co-
efficients we estimate the fraction of mo-
bile vesicles as 34  3% in WT neurons
versus 85 6% in TKO neurons.
Synapsin is transported independently
of synaptic vesicles
The restriction of vesicle mobility by syn-
apsins could stem from the formation of
stable synapsin–vesicle complexes within
the presynaptic terminal. However, a
model of synaptic tenacity, wherein syn-
aptic structure is maintained dynamically in the face of continu-
ous replacement of its components, has been recently proposed
(Tsuriel et al., 2006, 2009). To differentiate between these possi-
bilities, we contrasted the mobility of both components. Exoge-
Figure 7. Subdivision of vesicles into resting and recycling pools is unaffected by the synapsins. A, Synapses loaded with
FM1–43 (top) inWT (left) and synapsin TKO (right) neurons. Notice the brighter signal inWT neurons. The same fields are shown
after unloading (bottom). B, Normalized intensity of FM1–43 intensity in loaded terminals (mean SEM), as shown in A. C,
Percentageof FM1–43unloadedbyhyperkalemic stimulation.D, Representative images of synapses ofWTneurons expressingSynapto-
physin I-2XpHluorinat rest (left), after the recyclingpool is revealedbyhyperkalemic stimulation in thepresenceofbafilomycinA(middle),
and after the total pool is visualized by alkalinization of all vesicles byNH4Cl saline (right).E, Cumulative probability plots of the fraction of
the recycling pool out of the total population for all synapses analyzed. The plots overlap. F, Average of the mean values obtained from
independent experiments. No difference is observed betweenWTand TKOneurons. ***p 0.001, Student’s t test.
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nous EYFP-synapsin Ia clearly colocalizes with markers of SVs
(Fig. 5A; Gitler et al., 2004b), illustrating its synaptic localization.
In agreement with the dynamic view of the synapsin–SV interac-
tions, we found that EYFP-synapsin Ia recovery is significantly
more pronounced than that of SypI-EGFP in WT neurons (p
0.001; Fig. 5B,C). Comparison of the movement rate of the mo-
bile fractions of synapsin Ia and synaptophysin I by end normal-
izing the recovery traces revealed no difference between them
(Fig. 5D), arguing against a model in which synapsin recovery is
more substantial due to faster transport. These results suggest
that the mobile fraction of synapsin in the presynaptic puncta is
substantially larger than that of the vesicles implying that synap-
sin is replaced independently of the vesicles.
Synapsins interact differently with recycling and resting
vesicle pools
Previous work has concluded that synapsins do not play a signif-
icant role in vesicle immobilization based on the similarity of
FRAP of FM1–43 loaded vesicles in the neuromuscular junction
ofWT and TKOmice (Gaffield and Betz, 2007). Our finding that
the synapsins drastically affect vesicle mobility (Fig. 4) is in ap-
parent contradiction with this study. We reasoned that the dif-
ference could arise from the fact that different pools of vesicles
were labeled in the two studies: while FM1–43 labels specifically
the recycling pool (Betz and Bewick, 1992), SypI-EGFP labels all
vesicles. To address this hypothesis directly, we directly com-
pared FRAP of FM1–43 and of SypI-EGFP in our system (Fig. 6).
We found that in WT neurons, recovery of FM1–43 (n 11/23)
was significantly larger than that of SypI-EGFP (n 22/65, p
0.001; Fig. 6A), suggesting that in WT neurons recycling vesicles
are more mobile than nonrecycling (resting) ones (Kamin et al.,
2010). In contrast, no difference was observed between recovery
of FM1–43 (n  12/30) and of SypI-EGFP (n  13/37) in TKO
neurons (p 0.31; Fig. 6B), implying that synapsins are the agent
immobilizing the resting vesicles. Moreover, consistent with re-
sults in mouse neuromuscular junction, no difference was ob-
served for recovery of FM1–43 in TKO and WT neurons (p 
0.75; Fig. 6C), implying that the synapsins do not play a role in
confining recycling vesicles. We thus conclude that the synapsins
specifically restrict the movement of resting SVs, and that since
SypI-EGFP visualizes all vesicles, FRAP of SypI-EGFP represents
an overestimation of the mobility of the resting pool. These re-
sults are also consistent with the observed width of FM1–43 and
SypI-EGFPpuncta inWTandTKOneurons (Fig. 6D). Thewidth
of the FM1–43 puncta was similar (p 0.86) inWT (n 5/244)
and TKO (n 6/270) neurons. Both were wider (p 0.001) than
the SypI-EGFP puncta in WT (n 13/321) neurons, but similar
(p 0.8) inwidth to the SypI-EGFPpuncta inTKOneurons (n
13/253). Because the resting and recycling pools together com-
pose the total pool, its apparent FWHM (which does not equate
with its area; seeMaterials andMethods, Eq. 1) is intermediate to
that of its two components, implying that the distribution of the
resting pool in WT neurons is even narrower. Our observations
are therefore consistent with the idea that the mobility of vesicles
contributes to their longitudinal distribution.
Synapsins do not define resting/recycling status of vesicles
Based on our observation that the synapsins interact specifically
with SVs in the resting pool, it might be expected that deletion of
the synapsins should increase the proportion of recycling pool
vesicles at the expense of the resting pool. This could happen due
to two different reasons: either the synapsins directly define the
status of the SVs as resting or recycling, or a larger fraction of the
resting vesicles is lost into the axon of TKO neurons due to their
higher mobility. To assess this possibility, we first measured the
size of the recycling pool near the active zone using hyperkalemic
loading of FM1–43 (Ryan et al., 1993). The peak FM1–43 inten-
sity of synapses in TKO neurons (n  29/925) was significantly
weaker than in WT ones (n  29/964, p  0.001; Fig. 7A,B)
(Gabriel et al., 2011), much like the decrease in the total vesicle
population (Fig. 1). The extent of FM1–43 destaining was similar
for both groups (WT, n  24/790; TKO, n  21/663; p  0.38;
Fig. 7A,C) (Gabriel et al., 2011), illustrating that loss of the syn-
apsins does not affect the propensity of the recycling vesicles to be
released. Our results using FM1–43 argue against a compensa-
tory increase in the size of the recycling pool. However, because
synapsin may participate in endocytosis (Bloom et al., 2003),
which could affect FM1–43 loading, we also performed experi-
ments to probe the recycling pool in an endocytosis-independent
manner. For this we used the alkaline trappingmethod (Sankara-
narayanan and Ryan, 2001; Fig. 7D) in neurons expressing Syn-
aptophysin I-2XpHluorin (Granseth et al., 2006). The relative
fraction of the recycling vesicles within the presynaptic terminals
of cultured hippocampal neurons has been estimated to be
0.5
on average (Fernandez-Alfonso and Ryan, 2008; Kim and Ryan,
2010). Our findings reveal a comparable fraction, which was
equivalent for WT (n 11/225) and TKO synapses (n 19/412,
p 0.77; Fig. 7E,F). Our results demonstrate that the synapsins
do not participate in the allocation of vesicles into specific func-
tional pools (but see Akbergenova and Bykhovskaia, 2010), con-
trary to the hypothesis stated above. From this conclusion it
follows that the resting and recycling pools scale in relation to one
another in a synapsin-independent manner.
Roscovitine increases vesicle mobility
Our results suggest that the synapsins do not determine the divi-
sion of vesicles between the resting and recycling pools. In con-
Figure 8. Roscovitine significantly enhances vesicle mobility. A, Comparison of the time
course of FRAP of SypI-EGFP-labeled vesicles in WT neurons preincubated for 30 min with 100
M roscovitine (solid diamonds) and control neurons (open triangles, mean SEM). Roscovi-
tine significantly increased the fraction of mobile vesicles.B, as in A but in TKO neurons treated
(open diamonds) or untreated (solid triangles) with roscovitine. No effect of roscovitine on the
FRAP time course is evident.
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trast, altering the balance between the activity of the kinase cdk5
and the phosphatase calcineurin has been shown to do so; inhib-
iting cdk5 increases the relative size of the recycling pool, while
knocking down calcineurin has the opposite effect (Kim and
Ryan, 2010). Because we found that resting and recycling vesicles
differ in their mobility (Fig. 6), we reasoned that changing the
ratio between these pools should alter the total vesicle mobility.
To test this hypothesis, wemeasured FRAP of SypI-EGFP in neu-
rons treated with roscovitine, a cdk5 inhibitor. We found that
application of roscovitine (100 M) to WT neurons (n 13/39)
30 min before FRAP significantly enhanced vesicle mobility (p
0.002; Fig. 8A). In contrast, in TKO neurons (n 10/30), where
the resting and recycling vesicles exhibit equal mobility (Fig. 6),
roscovitine had no effect (p 0.73; Fig. 8B).
Expression of synapsin IIa rescues the quantity, distribution,
andmobility of synaptic vesicles
Our results show that deletion of the synapsins decreases the size
of SV clusters and increases the overall SVmobility, but this could
be the result of secondary compensatory processes unrelated to
the synapsins. To test this possibility, we specifically examined
the capability of exogenous synapsin IIa, the only isoform known
to rescue synaptic depression in TKO hippocampal neurons
(Gitler et al., 2008), to rescue SV distribution and mobility. We
found that expression of EGFP-synapsin IIa in synapsin TKO
neurons (n  19/	6000) produced a significant (p  0.0037)
increase in the mean Syb2 fluorescence (Fig. 9A,B) as compared
with uninfected TKO neurons (n  25/	6000). Moreover, the
width of the puncta in infected neurons (Fig. 9C; n 10/177) was
significantly reduced (p 0.001) comparedwith uninfected ones
(n  10/169), indicating tighter clustering of the SVs. Finally,
FRAP of SypI-EGFP was significantly decreased in neurons coin-
fected with synapsin IIa tagged with the blue fluorescent protein
TagBFP (n 10/29, p 0.008, repeated measures ANOVA fol-
lowed by Tukey’s post hoc analysis; Fig. 9D,E) as compared with
TKO ones (n 13/37). Therefore, synapsin IIa could rescue the
number, localization and immobilization of vesicles. Expression
of EGFP-synapsin IIa inWT neurons, where native synapsins are
present, significantly increased the fluorescence intensity of Syb2
(n  19/	6000 as compared with n  25/	6000 controls, p 
0.001; Fig. 9F,G), indicating that synapsin IIa could further aug-
ment the vesicle clusters. In contrast, it did not affect the width of
the synaptic puncta (n  21/548 as compared with n  21/599
controls, p 0.25; Fig. 9H). Finally, TagBFP-synapsin IIa did not
accelerate FRAP of SypI-EGFP (n  10/30, p  0.51, repeated-
measures ANOVA; Fig. 9J) as compared with control WT neu-
rons (n 22/65). Thus, the normal complement of synapsin IIa
is sufficient to determine the form of the synaptic vesicle cluster
and the fraction of vesicles that remain mobile within it.
Discussion
Resting and recycling SVs are constitutively transported along the
axon between adjacent synapses (Darcy et al., 2006a; Fernandez-
Alfonso and Ryan, 2008; Kamin et al., 2010; Staras et al., 2010).
Therefore, in the absence of an opposingmechanism, SV traffick-
ing is expected to undermine the integrity of synapses by dispers-
Figure9. Synapsin IIa rescues the immobilizationand clusteringof vesicles in synapsin TKOneurons.A, Cumulativeplot of Syb2 immunofluorescence in synaptic punctaof TKOneuronsexpressing
EGPF-synapsin IIa compared with uninfected neurons. B, Average of the means of Syb2 signal calculated for independent images (mean SEM). EGFP-synapsin IIa increases the intensity of Syb2
staining. G, The data were normalized by the mean intensity observed in synapses of WT neurons. C, Average FWHM width of the Syb2 signal in synaptic puncta in TKO neurons expressing
EGFP-synapsin IIa compared with uninfected neurons. D, Representative images of synapses in TKO neurons coexpressing TagBFP-Synapsin IIa (blue, left) and SypI-EGFP (green, right). E, Effect of
coexpression of TagBFP-Synapsin IIa (filled squares) on the FRAP time course of SypI-EGFP in TKO neurons (filled triangles). TagBFP-Synapsin IIa reduced themobility of the vesicles. F–J is the same
as A–E except performed in WT neurons. Synapsin IIa increased the intensity of Syb2 puncta in WT neurons, but did not affect their width, or the time course of FRAP. **p 0.01, ***p 0.001.
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ing SVs into the axon. Contrary to this expectation, high density
clustering of SVs is typically observed within the terminal (De
Robertis and Bennett, 1955; Palay, 1956; Siksou et al., 2007),
suggesting that proactive maintenance of SV organization must
take place. Several classes of proteins have been implicated in
organizing the presynaptic vesicle cluster, including active zone
proteins (Mukherjee et al., 2010); cell adhesion proteins (Stan et
al., 2010); actin, which may corral SVs from outside clusters
(Bloom et al., 2003; Sankaranarayanan et al., 2003); and endo-
cytic proteins, which may establish a vesicle-binding intervesicu-
lar matrix (Pechstein and Shupliakov, 2010; Shupliakov et al.,
2011). Here we examined the hypothesis that the synapsins bind
SVs to each other, allowing their accumulation near the active
zone as a reserve pool (Greengard et al., 1993). To this end, we
assessed the role that the synapsins play in determining presyn-
aptic structure and intersynaptic vesicle mobility. Specifically, we
examined whether they cluster SVs near the active zone by im-
mobilizing them.We found that the synapsins specifically immo-
bilize resting pool SVs. In neurons lacking synapsins themobility
of resting SVs equalizes to that of the recycling ones. Conse-
quently, SV transport into the axon is enhanced at the expense of
retention of SVs within the terminal. Despite the enhancement in
the mobility of resting vesicles, the relative division of SVs be-
tween resting and recycling pools in the synapse is preserved.
Therefore, we infer that a separate mechanism regulates the in-
terplay between these pools.
The original synapsin hypothesis assumed that the synapsins
control intrasynaptic mobility of SVs from the vesicle cluster to
the active zone. However, in the mouse neuromuscular junction
(NMJ), intrasynaptic movement of FM1–43 loaded vesicles was
unaffected by deletion of the synapsins (Gaffield and Betz, 2007),
arguing against such a role. Conversely, our results show that
deleting the synapsins or overexpressing synapsin IIa substan-
tially affects the quantity, distribution, and intersynapticmobility
of vesicles. How can this apparent contradiction be explained?
First, we note that the two studies refer to different vesicle popu-
lations. FM1–43 exclusively visualizes the recycling pool (Betz
and Bewick, 1992; Rizzoli and Betz, 2004), whereas our results
implicate the synapsins in immobilizing the resting pool (Fig. 6).
Specifically, we observed that the mobility of the total vesicle
population, as visualized by SypI-EGFP, is significantly increased
in the absence of the synapsins (Fig. 4), but that the mobility of
FM1–43 loaded recycling vesicles remains unchanged (Fig. 6).
Another possible explanation for the different conclusions relat-
ing to regulation of SV mobility by the synapsins is that the term
“SVmobility” encompasses two different phenomena. Although
probably related, the properties of intersynaptic and intrasynap-
tic vesicle mobility differ. For example, intersynaptic mobility is
actin dependent (Darcy et al., 2006a), whereas intrasynaptic mo-
bility is not (Jordan et al., 2005; Gaffield and Betz, 2006, 2007).
Finally, differences between animalmodelsmay contribute to the
observed variability. Contrary to results in the frog NMJ, synap-
sin deletion in Drosophila affects intrasynaptic mobility (Denker
et al., 2011a). To conclude,we show that intersynapticmobility of
resting vesicles in small CNS synapses is controlled by the syn-
apsins. Whether they similarly affect intrasynaptic mobility of
resting vesicles remains an open question.
What are the implications of increasing intersynapticmobility
of resting SVs? Longitudinal examination of synaptic contacts by
electronmicroscopy implies that the synapsins play a crucial role
in maintaining well defined and compact vesicle clusters (Fig. 3).
Specifically, in the absence of synapsins the edges of the vesicle
clusters become indistinct because fewer vesicles remain near the
active zone while their abundance in the flanking axons increases
substantially. Quantitative analysis of the width of Syb2 and bas-
soon puncta supports this observation, illustrating that the dis-
tribution of SVs around the active zone is wider in synapsin TKO
neurons (Fig. 2). This critical observation has probably evaded
detection because the axonal segments adjacent to the synapses
were not preserved in previous ultrastructural studies (Li et al.,
1995; Rosahl et al., 1995; Takei et al., 1995; Samigullin et al., 2004;
Gitler et al., 2004a; Siksou et al., 2007). In conclusion, the syn-
apsins serve as a key conservative mechanism (but not an exclu-
sive one, see above) that clusters SVs next to the active zone. In
this study we directly probed only the effect of synapsin IIa (Fig.
9), which is the single synapsin isoform known to affect the ki-
netics of synaptic depression (Gitler et al., 2008); the involvement
of other isoforms in regulating vesicle mobility remains to be
examined.
Previous studies have alternatively suggested that the syn-
apsins stabilize the SVs themselves (Rosahl et al., 1995; Sun et al.,
2006), and that vesicle scavenging reduces the vesicle population
in synapsin II KO neurons (Coleman et al., 2008), based on the
overall reduction in the total quantity of synaptic vesicle markers
(Rosahl et al., 1995; Gitler et al., 2004a; Bogen et al., 2006, 2009).
An intriguing possibility is that the prevalence of SVs in the axon
(Fig. 3) may contribute to such a process. Our study does not
directly address vesicle destabilization, leaving this question open
for future examination. Nevertheless, we note that the observed
widening of the synaptic puncta in synapsin TKO neurons (Fig.
2) and the higher density of SVs in the axons (Fig. 3) is sufficient
to account for the decrease in the peak fluorescence of the puncta
(Fig. 1), even if most SVs are preserved.
It has been suggested that the recycling vesicles eventually
mature and become part of the resting pool, and that as part of
Figure 10. Model for restriction of resting poolmobility by synapsin and its effect on vesicle
distribution. Vesicles are divided approximately equally into the resting (green) and recycling
(red) pool by a synapsin-independent mechanism. In this manner, the fraction of recycling
vesicles of the total population is similar in WT (top) and synapsin TKO (bottom) neurons,
although the number of vesicleswithin the presynaptic terminal is smaller by
30% in the TKO
terminals. Themobility ofmost resting vesicles is restricted by the synapsins (blue circle), while
themobility of
30%of the recycling vesicles is restricted by a differentmechanism or protein
(black circle). Altogether,
65% of the vesicles are immobile. In the absence of the synapsins,
the immobilization of the resting vesicles is lost, and themobile fraction of vesicles increases to

85% (
15% immobile). Due to the increased mobility, SVs are dispersed into the axon,
causing the boundaries of the synapse to become indistinct and increasing the number of SVs in
the axon by a factor of 3.
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this maturation process their mobility is reduced (Denker and
Rizzoli, 2010; Kamin et al., 2010). Here we report that deletion of
the synapsins changes the fraction of resting vesicles that are mo-
bile between synapses, but surprisingly, it does not change the
division of the total population of vesicles into resting and recy-
cling pools asmeasured using alkaline trapping of Synaptophysin
I-2XpHluorin (Fig. 7). This implies that balance between the
resting and recycling pools is unrelated to the synapsins, and that
intersynaptic mobility and readiness for release are independent
properties of the SVs. Cdk5 and calcineurin have been implicated
in modulating this balance (Kim and Ryan, 2010). In agreement,
we report that inhibiting cdk5 enhances SVmobility inWT neu-
rons (Fig. 8), consistent with an increase in the relative size of the
recycling pool at the expense of the resting pool. Synapsin is a
target for cdk5 (Matsubara et al., 1996). Because roscovitine had
no effect on vesicle mobility in synapsin TKO neurons, it is
tempting to suggest synapsin as a mediator of the cdk5 effect.
However, it is equally possible that the enhancement in SV mo-
bility caused by deletion of the synapsins occludes the effect that
cdk5 inhibition may exert. The identity of the cdk5 target there-
fore remains an open question.
According to our results, the synapsins may recruit extrasyn-
aptic SVs to the synapse’s resting pool by immobilizing laterally
traveling vesicles (Fig. 10), and in thismanner increment the total
number of SVs in the terminal. A synapsin-independent balance
between the recycling and resting pools then produces a compa-
rable increment in the recycling pool. Inversely, when the syn-
apsins are deleted, resting vesicles become as mobile as the
recycling ones. Under these conditions, other conservativemech-
anisms preserve some of the SVs near the active zone. Conse-
quently, the size of the local SV cluster decreases, concurrently
with an increase in the number of SVs in the axon. The functional
implications of deleting the synapsins have been described exten-
sively previously(Cesca et al., 2010), and include a marked accel-
eration of synaptic depression, consistent with specific loss of
vesicles that are not immediately ready for release. In this context,
we also point out that previous work indicates that the synapsins
do not participate in defining the size of the readily releasable
pool, at least in several excitatory neurons (Gitler et al., 2004a;
Sun et al., 2006), suggesting that the balance between this critical
pool and the recycling pool which contains it is also subject to a
different molecular control mechanism.
Do resting and recycling SVs differ at the molecular level?
Vesicles slowly interchange between these pools (Denker and
Rizzoli, 2010), making it conceivable that switchable molecular/
functional tags exist. Our results imply that the synapsins are
capable of differentiating between these pools. Further support
for this idea emerges from the recent report that these two pools
harbor different SNAREs (Hua et al., 2011). A related question
concerns the functional relevance of the resting pool. Our results
and those of others are consistent with this pool being a store for
scaling the recycling pool. Interestingly, such recruitment could
be controlled by signaling cascades (Kim and Ryan, 2010), pro-
viding means for local and temporal modulation. On a larger
scale, the superpool of extrasynaptic SVs could serve as an addi-
tional depot accessible to individual synapses (Staras et al., 2010).
Finally, the reserve/resting pool of vesicles has been proposed to
serve as a reservoir of synaptic vesicle proteins (Denker et al.,
2011b) providing additional support to the notion of the presyn-
aptic terminal being a semi-autonomous entity located far from
the cell body. The implications of these observations and novel
ideas remain unclear, providing substantial opportunities for fu-
ture investigation.
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